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ABSTRACT 

A two stage leanllean gas turbine combustor was developed with low NOx 
characteristics in each stage using small radial swirler of 40mm outlet 
diameter in the pilot stage. Both flame tubes were arranged in series with 
the smaller combustor (76mm inside diameter) as the pilot stage and the 
larger combustor (l40mm inside diameter) as the main stage. The pilot 
stage was fuelled via vane passage fuel injector, while the main stage was 
fuelled around the wall of the exit plane of the pilot stage, using wall fuel 
injectors. Ultra low NO x emissions as low as 15 ppm were obtained when 
using fuel staging for propane fuel. NOx reduction of 68% was obtained at 
equivalence ratio of O. 74, when using fuel staging compared to the non{uel 
staging tests. This was achieved with small decrease in carbon monoxide 
emissions and no increase at all in the unburned hydrocarbon emissions at 
the same equivalence ratio. 
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ABSTRAK 

Sebuah pembakar turbin gas dua peringkat gas cairlcair yang mempunyai 
ciri-ciri NO x yang rendah di setiap peringkat telah dibangunkan menggunakan 
pemusar udara jejarian yang kecil bergaris-pusat luar 40mm di peringkat 
pandu. Kedua-dua tiub nyalaan disusun bersiri dengan pembakar yang kecil 
(garis pusat dalam 76mm) sebagai peringkat pandu dan pembakar yang 
besar (garis pusat dalam J40mm) sebagai peringkat utama.cPeringkat 
pandu dibekalkan dengan bahan api melalui pemancit bahan api saluran 
bilah sementara peringkat utama dibekalkan dengan bahan api di sekeliling 
dinding satah keluaran peringkat pandu, melalui pemancit bahan api dinding. 
Luahan NO

x 
yang teramat rendah serendah 2ppm telah diperolehi dengan 

menggunakan pemeringkatan bahan api menggunakan propana sebagai 
bahan api. Pengurangan NO

x 
sebanyak 68% telah diperolehi pada nisbah 

setara 0.74, semasa menggunakan pemeringkatan bahan api berbanding 
dengan ujian tanpa pemeringkatan bahan api. Pengurangan ini diperolehi 
dengan pengurangan kecil dalam luahan karbon monoksida dan hampir 
tiada kenaikan langsung dalam luahan hidrokarbon tak terbakar pada 
nisbah setara yang sarna. 

Kata kunci: Pengurangan NOr pembakaran berperingkat, pemeringkatan 
bahan api, karbon monoksida 
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INTRODUCTION 

The effects of increased levels of NO. in the atmosphere are wide-reaching. 
In the atmosphere NO is rapidly oxidised to N02• In this form it plays an 
essential role in the formation of tropospheric ozone and photochemical 
smog, and is oxidised to form nitric acid that may then be deposited as acid 
rain (Harrison, 1990). At ground level, increased concentrations (above 0.06 
ppm) of N0

2 
can cause respiratory problem to human being (World Health 

Organisation 1987). 
The legislation of NO. emission limits in many parts of the world has 

substantially complicated the process of combustor design. Attempts at 
lowering NO. emissions by reducing the flame temperature will lead to 
reduced flame stability or increased CO emissions. The lowest NO, emission 
obtainable in a given configuration is always limited by unacceptable 
stability problems or CO emissions. Thus the combustor design has become 
a trial-and-error, multi-parameter optimisation process (Van Der Meij et. al 
1994). 

Basically in combustor design, there are two techniques of controlling 
NO,: those which prevent the formation of nitric oxide (NO) and those 
which destroy NO from the products of combustion. In the present work 
both methods are employed: lean combustion for low thermal NO. followed 
by second stage fuel injection for combustion in the combustion products of 
the lean zone, which can destroy first stage NO. through a reburn mechanism. 

The methods to prevent the formation of NO involved modifications to 
the conventional combustor designs or operating conditions, such as lean 
primary zone, rich primary zone or reduced residence time. This is because, 
the main factors governing formation of NO is temperature and oxygen 
availability. However, the rich/lean method tends to increase CO and UHC. 
Water or steam injection has been shown to be a very effective technique to 
reduce flame temperature (Shaw 1974). However, to avoid detrimental 
effects on turbine durability the water has to be purified to a maximum of 
2-5 ppm of dissolved solids (Sarofim & Flagan 1976; Correa 1991). 
Furthermore, there are other complications to incorporate the water injection 
system to the combustor design. Another disadvantage of water injection is 
the undesirable side effects of quenching CO burnout. These drawbacks 
caused water injection method to be unattractive for smaller gas turbines or 
where availability of sizeable water supply is difficult. However, it is a 
feasible technique for burner NO. control in water heater or steam generator. 

Advanced combustor designs are needed to reduce all four major 
pollutants simultaneously over a range of thermal or engine power outputs. 
This gives rise to the use of variable geometry combustor and staged 
combustion to cope with the demands of power variations in gas turbines, 
when the overall AIF is increased and power is reduced. For ultra low NO. 
emissions, lean premixed-prevaporised combustors and catalytic combustors 
are being developed. 

In staged combustion, the combustion process is arranged to occur in a 
number of discrete stages. In theory, either circumferential, radial or axial 
staging may be employed. However, in practice circumferential fuel staging 
increases NO. - instead of the fuel being distributed uniformly around the 
liner, it is injected at a small number of points, where it produces regions of 
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high temperature (Lefebvre 1975). The description for the three types of 
fuel staging are as follows: 

1. Circumferential Usually this entails disconnecting alternately located 
nozzles from the fuel supply. It is ideally suited to tuboannular systems 
but on annular chambers its advantages are largely offset by the 
quenching effects of the surrounding cold air on the localised burning 
zones. 

2. Radial The simplest application of this technique is to double-banked 
annular combustors where, at low fuel flows, it is a relatively simple 
matter to inject all the fuel into the inner or outer combustion zone. 

3. Axial By designing the primary zone for optimum performance at low 
power settings, and then injecting the extra fuel needed at higher power 
levels at one or more locations downstream. 

Catalytic combustion involves the use of catalysts which allows fuel 
oxidation to take place at temperatures well below the lean flammability 
limit of the fuel. Due to this reason, the use of catalysts in gas turbine 
combustors to replace part of the thermal reaction zone allows stable 
combustion with peak temperatures that are about l000K lower than those 
of conventional techniques. As nitric oxide emissions vary exponentially 
with reaction temperature, combustion at much lower temperatures can be 
expected to decrease the production of thermal NO. Burner system can also 
operate with catalytic combustion but only by using high excess air (>100%) 
to limit the catalyst temperature which gives a poor thermal efficiency. 

Mularz et al. (1978) investigated the use of a catalytic converter 
combustor and demonstrated that emissions levels for carbon monoxide, 
unburned hydrocarbon and nitric are oxide lower than the proposed standards 
of EPA 1981. The disadvantage of using catalytic combustor is that it has the 
tendency of autoignition of the fuel upstream of the catalyst. Another 
disadvantage pointed by Mularz et al. (1978) is that the temperature of the 
gases approaching the catalysts bed must be carefully controlled to prevent 
damage to the catalyst bed. 

In the present work, axial fuel staging was employed that consisted of 
lean-lean combustion. The first combustor was operated very lean with all 
the air needed for combustion introduced in this zone and the operation was 
set close to the lean stability limit. Fuel, without any air, was then injected 
into the completely burnt products of this lean primary combustion zone to 
bring the combustor to the desired overall excess air. Typically the lean zone 
may have an equivalence ratio of around 0.5 with fuel injected in the 
secondary zone to bring the overall equivalence ratio to 0.8. Thus, it is a 
leanllean staged system. However, the inert second stage fuel injection will 
create a locally rich zone near the injector prior to mixing with oxygen from 
the lean primary zone exhaust. Thus, the combustor will have element of 
leanlricMean combustion, for NO. reduction using fuel staging. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

This system comprised of two different sizes flame tubes. The smaller one, 
76 mm inside diameter was attached to the plenum chamber and acted as the 
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first stage. The radial swirler of 40 mm outlet diameter and 30.5 mm depth 
was used as a flame stabiliser. The first combustor was fuelled via the radial 
vane passage injection mode. The air and fuel were mixed thoroughly prior 
to ignition. At the exit plane of the first combustor a wall fuel injector of 
76 mm diameter was attached. This is the injector for the second stage 
reburn fuel. The mixtures of flue gas from the first combustor and the reburn 
fuel were allowed to expand freely into a larger combustor of 140 mm 
internal diameter. The wall injector and the second combustor were attached 
to the first combustor by using flanges. The schematic diagram of set-up of 
reburn test rig is shown in Figure 1 and the radial swirler geometry is shown 
in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of rebum test set-up 
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of a small radial swirler 
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TEST CONDITIONS 

The fuel staging tests were run 'at 2.4% pressure losses to achieve lowest gas 
turbine combustor condition. The radial swirler in the primary zone in 
Figure 1 has a swirler outlet of 40mm. This could be fitted with an orifice 
plate to reduce the swirler outlet area. The role of the orifice plate was to 
enhanced flame stabilisation and provide a better mixing of the air and fuel 
prior to ignition. It also created the pressure loss at the outlet rather than 
in the vane passage which generated maximum turbulence in the swirl shear 
layer. The orifice plate also helped to prevent fuel from entraining into the 
comer dumped expansion outer recirculation zone and thus create a rich 
local zone which would lead to higher NO. emissions from this area. The 
orifice plate was mounted at the exit plane of the radial swirler as shown in 
Figure 1. All the tests were carried out at atmospheric pressure with an air 
inlet temperature 740 K, with gas turbine pressure loss of 2.4%, and fuelled 
using propane. The orifice plate size involved was 25.4 mm. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 3-6 show the plots of corrected NO. emission to 15% oxygen, 
combustion inefficiency, carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon 
emissions plotted against operating equivalence ratios for propane test 
conditions. Combustion inefficiency is defined as 1 - combustion efficiency. 
From Figure 3, a corrected NO. emission of lower than 20 ppm was 
achieved at equivalence ratio of 0.55. Ultra low NO. of 15 ppm was 
achieved at the leanest condition for propane test conditions near equivalence 
ratio of 0.48. NO. reduction of 68% was obtained at equivalence ratio of 
0.74, when using fuel staging compared to the non-fuel staging. This effect 
can be seen in Figure 3. 

Figure 4 shows that the combustion inefficiencies were better when 
applying fuel staging when compared to the non-fuel staging conditions. 
Combustion inefficiency of 0.5 % was obtained at equivalence ratio of 0.74 
where NO. emissions were reduced by 68 %. This is equivalent to 99.5 % 
combustion efficiency, implying very good mixing of the fuel and air prior 
to ignition was achieved. It also indicates that the reduction in NO. 
emissions were achieved not at the expense of reduction in combustion 
efficiency. Furthermore, combustion efficiency was increased rather than 
reduced at this equivalence ratio when applying fuel staging. This can also 
be attributed to the insertion of orifice plate at the exit plane of the radial 
swirler. 

Figure 5 shows carbon monoxide emissions of less than 0.01 % (100 
ppm) were obtained over a wide range of equivalence ratios up to 0.60. This 
is very close to the condition without reburning. Furthermore, reburn 
reduces the CO emissions for equivalence ratio of above 0.6 compared to the 
tests without reburn 

Figure 6 shows unburned hydrocarbon (VHC) emissions of 3 ppm were 
achieved for a wide range of operating equivalence ratios up to 0.77 when 
applying fuel-staging. However, these emissions were higher than the case 
without fuel-staging. On the other hand, the increase was not that high since 
all VHC emissions when applying fuel-staging were well below 5 ppm, 
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FIGURE 3. Corrected NO. emission vs. equivalence ratio for IIp/p = 2.4%; 
Mach No. = 0.04; Propane; I;n = 740 K 
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FIGURE 4. Combustion inefficiency vs. equivalence ratio for IIp/p = 2.4%; 
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FIGURE 6 . Unburned hydrocarbon vs. equivalence ratio for Dp/p = 2.4%; 
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compared to 1 - 3 ppm for the case without fuel-staging. Since the main 
purpose of this paper is to reduce NO. emissions, therefore, the objective has 
been successfully achieved. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A NO. reduction of around 68% could be achieved for condition when using 
fuel staging with a very lean primary zone near equivalence ratio of 0.48. 
Very good combustion efficiencies with fuel-staging compared to the non 
fuel-staging condition, were also obtained without marked increase in 
carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions when using reburn 
compared to the non-reburn test. Carbon monoxide emissions were reduced 
rather than increased when using fuel-staging, over a wide range of 
equivalence ratios except at lean conditions. 
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